**INSIDE**

Fine acting highlights the Shakespeare Ensemble's fall production of "The Taming of The Shrew." Playing at the Sala de Puerto Rico in the Student Center, the play opened Wednesday evening for a five night run. Glucro reviews the opening night performance.

**p3**

William Lascr examines the apparent statewide and national election khí in this week's "Political Spectrum."

**p4**

The women's volleyball team tops Wellesley for its twelfth consecutive victory, and the women's sailing captures the Yale intersectional Regatta, its third major win this season.

**OUTSIDE**

Institute Professor Emeritus Munson Benedit was awarded a National Medal of Science by President Ford on Oct. 16 for "inspired and pertinent leadership in the development of gaseous diffusion plants for uranium isotope separation, and for his role in creating the discipline of nuclear engineering.

The MIT Medical Department will hold a course on swim flu inoculation for high risk persons next week. A clinic will be conducted for these people in Room 10-105 Monday through Wednesday, Oct. 25-27, from 8-11am (last name beginning with A-M, and all night shift employees) and 1-3pm (last names N-Z). A program of inoculations for non-high risk individuals will follow at a later date.

Governor Carter and President Ford square off in the final televised presidential debate tonight in Williamsburg, Va. The debate will be carried live on all four major networks (Channels 2, 4, 5, and 7 locally) at 9:00pm.

**p8**

Massachusetts Governor Michael S. Dukakis announced Wednesday that he would pocket veto a bill that would increase the state legal drinking age from 18 to 19. Dukakis said that he did not believe that the bill was "an effective or fair means" of dealing with the teenage drinking problem.

**in the news**

**Fall final exam schedule revised**

By Diane Brownstein

A revision of this fall's final examination schedule that will eliminate tests the day after classes end was passed unanimously by the faculty Wednesday. According to the adopted schedule change, proposed by a Student Committee on Educational Policy (SCEP) of the undergraduate student group, there will no longer be exams on Friday, Dec. 17. The day after classes will have no final exams. Instead, eight exam periods will be scheduled over the three weeks following these on both Monday and Tuesday (morning-afternoon) and two on Wednesday (morning-afternoon). Exams with three finals in one day will be allowed to treat use of one as a conflict. The Spring 1977 exam schedule, also included in the SCEP proposal, replaces the

Tickets, good for a one-way trip on the weekend Wellesley-MIT/Harvard run, will generally be available until midnight each evening. Fares will cost 8-80 cents per ticket. Each sale will be for 75 cents at the MacGregor and East Campus desks, and at the Baker House snackbar.

**p3**

**p4**

**p8**

**Dorms sell Wellesley bus tix**

By Drew Blackman

Wellesley bus tickets are again being sold at MIT. It was announced at the Undergraduate Association General Assembly (GA) meeting Monday that tickets, unavailable on campus for the past month after the Student Center Committee (SCC) discontinued sales at its 24-hour ticket window, can now be bought for 75 cents at the MacGregor and East Campus desks, and at the Baker House snackbar. The dormitory sales are expected to alleviate the recent problem of Wellesley-bound MIT students—having to go to Wellesley to buy tickets. Recently, there has been no Cambridge outlet at which to purchase them because Harvard also terminated its ticket sales earlier this spring, so students currently have to go to Wellesley for them.

**Ex-activist Rubin talks at Harvard**

By Donna Bielinski

People must understand themselves before seeking world change, former anti-war activist Jerry Rubin told an audience at the Harvard Law School Wednesday. He said that each individual should withdraw from his own personal false images and illusions to find an inner strength from the real self, and with that new-found inner strength, renew the battle against worldly injustice on the statistical evidence, he added, that the group sought advice from other faculty and students, and that the team's evidence indicated "reasonable grounds for concern" in its proposal finally adopted.

The new examination format, which is intended to allow time during the fall class year, was designed to work within faculty regulations for exams in the fall. The Fall-Monday-Thursday plan, and does not affect existing Faculty rules on these matters.

**Recurring food crisis possible**

By Thomas J. Spisak

"In the absence of adequate stock systems to minimize the effects of market variations on the small farmer, there is no reason why the food crisis of 1975 will not recur," Dr. Dale Hathaway, director of the International Food Policy Research Institute, told the Nutrition and Food Science Seminar Wednesday.

"Private trade cannot carry sufficient stocks to reduce variations inherent in agriculture. Although malnutrition and death rates in Third World and developing countries are now in the United States there was no widespread famine in those countries, according to Hathaway. "Unfinished crops, afflaxs in many developing nations are contributing good weather to good production," he commented. Hathaway argued that Third World and developing nations must develop public food policies to avoid famine. "The bulk of all efforts to increase food production in those countries will have to be made, by the farmers themselves."

"There is a lack of applicable technology, however," he said. "Because of the high cost of fertilizer, insecticides, a great number of crops are not made in developing nations. Although both the Secretaries of State and Agriculture of this country have asserted that the "number one job" is to increase food production in developing countries, Hathaway charged that US policy has not been "very successful to date." Hathaway pointed out that new-found inner strength, during the battle against worldly injustice, he said, to expand the power system for which it was. "Through violence and aggression we were going to overcome the military."

The main purpose of the revolutionary movement at that time, he said, was to expand the power system for which it was. "Through violence and aggression we were going to overcome the military."

Rubin recalled, noting that this movement reached a climax at Kent State. Prior to that incident, he said, the anti-war movement had been unable to analyse its own actions. "It was a dramatic change in what we were doing," he explained. "We had time to examine our own process.

As a result Rubin said he realized he had been the embodiment of the exact image he was fighting against — violence and aggression — and that his movement was as competitive as the government it opposed. "I had been conned into the desire-and-success fantasy, and I realized that if I just concentrated on myself and reality, then I would be strong enough to change everyone else."

He said that yoga had helped him to direct his real self from his "false [revolutionary] hero image." Rubin said "I am out to be who I am," instead of wanting to change everyone else. Rubin claimed that many others are also making personality "leaps," through yoga and programs like it. He said that people in the 70's, instead of trying to play a hero role as they did in the 60's, are now focusing on reality and themselves, and on being and not doing.

Rubin claimed that changes in individual consciousness is the critical incident. He stated that the current emphasis on greater individual honesty is a result of Watts and the Watergate.
Beck great, Heart not

By Claude A. Perry

Jeff Beck and the late Don "inho" Hammar Group appeared at the Music Hall on October 10 in a concert which opened with a set by Heart, the latter's first Boston appearance.

Best known to Boston's radio audiences for "Crazy on You" and "Magic Man," Heart gave a mediocre performance which barely satisfied an enthusiastic but undiscriminating sell-out crowd.

Vocalist/Flutist Ann Wilson's off-key screeching rocked of routinely pre-packaged frenzy, but even she was better than the best-left-nameless lead guitarist. His cliche-ridden solos on an unnecessarily large collection of instruments failed to impress the audience. His subsequent attempt to seize every opportunity to solo made him merely ridiculous.

Heart did, however, have two things going for them. The first was the talent of rhythm guitarist Nancy Wilson. The second was the gratitude of Jeff Beck and Don "inho" Hammar as Heart's inexperience made their brilliant performances appear even more masterful. Their partnership has definitely come of age since last I saw them perform.

Beck and Hammar trade ideas with a speed that would leave most accompanists scrambling to keep pace. Steven Kimber, Terry Smith and Pharaoh Saunders on violin, drum and bass, respectively, proved themselves equal to the challenge.

Beck's last two albums appeared to stretch his artistic horizons to the limits of creative innovation. His version of "She's a Woman" from the Blow by Blow album destroyed that suspicion, and the live album recorded on October 10 should be truly a treasure. Its release date is as yet uncertain, but if it accurately reflects the power of the Beck/Hammer collaboration it will be worth the wait.

Rubin gives lecture

(Continued from page 1) people a potential for a spiritual leap, this advancement was never achieved because people failed to see that "Jesus" exists in all of us—that in reality all of us are trying to hide our vulnerabilities by creating false images.

When asked about his opinion of figure skater Ondra Soukala, Charles Colson's "spirituality change," Rubin said that he did not condemn Colson's enlightenment, but that each person should find his own spiritual consciousness—a positive one.

On the lighter side, when asked if he would play the World Series, Rubin said "the Communists. I always favored the Reds over the Yanks."

California CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS

$259

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

Roundtrip from Hartford, Boston $269

Plus tax & service.

adventura travel
233 No. Pleasant St.
Amherst, Mass. 01002
Contact us today.
Seats are limited.
Free Brochure(413) 549-1256

You're invited to our

COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
Fridays from 4 to 8 pm

EVERY FRIDAY
EVERY FATHER'S

FATHER'S

ALL DRAINS 65c
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(Continued from page 1)
**Review**

Shakespeare: 'shrewdly' done

By Glauco Ruesga

MIT's Shakespeare Ensemble inaugurated its season Wednesday night with a two-hour presentation of "The Taming of The Shrew." The Taming of The Shrew," which is considered to be Shakespeare's earliest comedy, is an adaptation of an older play by an unknown author published in 1594. The original and the adaptation are similar, but the style and the dictation are drastically different in the latter version. The source of the plotline may also be found in an Elizabethan poem, "A Merry Comedie of a Shrewd and Curst Wife" (circa 1575). Evidence suggests that Shakespeare wrote his play around 1594 - 1597.

The play opens near the home of the rich merchant Baptista in Padua, a university town about 25 miles from the Port of Venice. Baptista has two unwed daughters: Bianca, a sweet and lovely Bianca, and Katherine, an ill-tempered shrew. The play ends in typical Shakespearean pageantry, with the triple marriage of Lucentio to the lovely Bianca, Petruchio to the now-tame Katherine, and Hortensio to a wealthy widow of long acquaintance.

Although the play as a whole was presented well by the Shakespeare Ensemble, the opening night performance was not a technical masterpiece. The stage was designed and constructed to afford maximum visibility for the audience, but the view from the back row was still somewhat obstructed. The lack of technical merit, however, at times worked in favor of the company, as when the comic effect of the play became greatly pronounced when a beard was inadvertently dislodged from one startled character's face. Such mistakes are not often repeated. In general, the ensemble should be congratulated for a skillful and artistic performance.

Exceptionally fine performances were turned in by Mitchell Rothstein '77 as Tranio, Jim Walker '78 as Baptista, Alexey Orlovsky '77 as Petruchio and Dorian Janowski '80 as the widow.

**The Taming of the Shrew**

this weekend, see it in the Sala of the Student Center:

MIT Shakespeare Ensemble

Shakespeare: 'shrwdly'

---

**SIDEWALK SALE**

THIS FRIDAY

10 am to 4 pm

Save 7/3.2/3 and more

weather permitting

Women's & Men's

Boutique Clothing

- Art Prints, Posters
- Frames
- Linens & Domestics
- Paperback Books
- Assorted Records

all sales final

---

**BDM Synergism**

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO YOU?

On any given day you will find some BDM people assisting top level defense planners and policymakers, while others are getting dusty directing and executing field tests. Still others will be looking at tomorrow's energy alternatives...designing sophisticated electronic instrumentation...and designing national needs in areas as diverse as logistics, countterterrorism, offshore development, and command and control. Among many others.

The whole range of BDM capabilities that underlie and support these activities is greater than the simple sum of their parts. What does this synergism mean to you? From a career standpoint, it means that you will have an unparalleled opportunity to see how national interests really fit together, how your own contributions impact on the "system," and how the whole process makes you more than the sum of your capabilities.

We're looking for highly motivated ENGINES, APPLIED PHYSICISTS, APPLIED MATHEMATICIANS, AND COMPUTER ENGINEERS (Scientific Applications) to help us establish BDM as the foremost professional services company in the U.S. by 1985.

Help us meet this goal, and we'll help you meet your career goals - no matter whether they're in management or advanced individual achievement. In the process, you will find as much excitement and challenge as you can handle. And as much opportunity.

You will work alongside colleagues you respect, in an atmosphere that is the-counterbalance of professionalism. The pay is good, and so are the benefits, but the career satisfaction and growth potential are best of all. Let's discuss you and BDM. Write: College Relations Coordinator, The BDM Corporation, 1920 Aline Avenue, Vienna, VA 22180. An equal opportunity employer/ITC (We.bhaan 10).
Violence in the stadium: the sports fan as fanatic

By Glenn Brownstein

It's an unfortunate fact of life that violence at sports events is becoming as American as apple pie. We've all heard stories about how Latin American countries fought a two-year war over the disputed outcome of an international game, or of the Brazilian soccer official who is decapitated after an unpopular call. But it is clear from the events of the past few years that the crowds at America sporting events are not much better behaved, if at all.

What happened Monday night at Foxboro during the Jets-Patriots football game was yet another example. It is too hope that certain elements of a stadium audience can become when they are not being suitably entertained. It was not a referee's controversial call that caused the alarming situation that occurred at Schaefer Stadium that evening (two dead of heart attacks, 30-plus injuries, 37 arrests — 13 for running onto the field during the game). The fact was the combination of a number of factors that caused Monday's trouble.

Indeed, many fans had prepared for the $4.50 and the rear-footing temperatures with a pregame drink or two. That problem, magnified by national television coverage and a game that was decided by the middle of the second quarter, probably contributed most to the tragedy.

Although local TV football fans missed the on-field and off-field action, the heaviest concentration of frenzy occurred when a couple of years back and fans held up the contest for nearly thirty minutes by throwing bottles, cups, and pennies onto the skating surface!

Not to be unfair to Boston sports fans, most of whom would not dream of some of the repulsive and dangerous displays their comrades have put on in recent years, this sort of behavior has taken place from time to time. Met fans tossed bottles at Cincinnati's Pete Rose after the Reds' star got into a fight with New York shortstop Bud Harrelson. A National Football League official was injured during a game in Minnesota when a fan's thrown bottle concussed him on the head. The Texas Rangers baseball team was lucky to leave Cleveland after the mid-inning melee at Yankee centerfielder Mickey Rivers with bottles and other objects after he had allegedly injured Sox pitcher Bill Lee during a free-for-all during a previous inning.

Mary a Green or Orange Line subway car has been damaged by bottle-throwing.

Winning is the only thing that counts, something has got to be done about stadium violence soon, if ever.

For example, a fan attacked basketball referee Rickie Powers near the end of the fifth Celtics-Phoenix playoff game when Powers decided (in ftact, it was the combination Of a number of factors that contributed most to the alarming situation that occurred at Schaefer Stadium that evening (two dead of heart attacks, 30-plus injuries, 37 arrests — 13 for running onto the field during the game). In ftact, it was the combination Of a number of factors magnified by national television coverage and Li game that "as decided the outcome of the game). In fact, it was the combination Of a number of factors that contributed most to the alarming situation that occurred at Schaefer Stadium that evening (two dead of heart attacks, 30-plus injuries, 37 arrests — 13 for running onto the field during the game).

For example, a fan attacked basketball referee Rickie Powers near the end of the fifth Celtics-Phoenix playoff game when Powers decided not to call a foul resulting from a collision that sent a Boston player sliding onto the skating surface.'

One can walk miles in the shoes of the B.S. Sports reporter without using the campaign button or bumper sticker. Campaign literature is virtually non-existent. Jimmy Carter spent four hours here; and President Ford has yet to make an appearance. Apathy is rampant; there has been more interest generated by the nine referenda on the State ballot than by the race for the White House.

One of the reasons for the lack of interest in Massachusetts is that the Ford-Carter race here is really a foregone conclusion. The decision in the Commonwealth in 1972 can not be reasonably expected to influence the results of the Republican presidential victory this year, notwithstanding the bunting and singing. Ford has all but conceded the Bay State to his rival, and Carter has committed himself to spending about $90,000 to be spent here.

But the apathy question is not as shallow as that. Electoral specialists, including professor Walter Dean Barnhart of the Political Science department here, have predicted that the national turnout will be under fifteen per cent. That would be an alarmingly small percentage. It is not an overestimation of the importance of the presidential election. It is a recognition of the fact that, when half of the potential electorate refrains from participating in government, there is a serious legitimacy crisis. The obvious question here is: Beyond cynicism, beyond the frustration of the American people, beyond Vietnam, Cambodia, Watergate and the Nixon pardon. The enigma was that of the Johnson administration's decision to go to war in Vietnam. Nixon's pardon. The enigma was that of the Johnson administration's decision to go to war in Vietnam. Nixon's

Ford is obviously a conservative. Carter is, sort of, more like a liberal. Both candidates are legitimate. Under normal circumstances, this is the election of which would yield a high turnout and high emotion. But, despite the debates, the American populace remains uninformed and under-educated about the candidates.

The founding fathers did not envision the change that has occurred in America in two hundred years. We began as an agrarian undeveloped nation and have progressed to the point where we are the most industrialized country in the world. Since the New Deal we have witnessed a profound change in our economic system and in our philosophy of government. It is not obvious that we still cling to our unique Lockean concept of the minimal state.

Standing, something has got to be done about stadium violence soon, if ever. The real sports fan — the folks who support their team win or lose and accept defeat as gracefully as victory — are being forced to stay home out of fear for the rowdies who threaten to take over the bullpens and arenas, which in a sense is shame. Yet there is some kind of change in the degree to which sports "winning the only thing" ethic is emphasized in this country. I fear the worst is yet to come.

By William Lasser

The quadrennial campaign for the presidency was without exciting event in American politics. Despite a couple of high profile chauvinistic crimes, there has been a definite lack of political activity on the national level.

One can walk miles in the shoes of the B.S. Sports reporter without using the campaign button or bumper sticker. Campaign literature is virtually non-existent. Jimmy Carter spent four hours here; and President Ford has yet to make an appearance. Apathy is rampant; there has been more interest generated by the nine referenda on the State ballot than by the race for the White House.

One of the reasons for the lack of interest in Massachusetts is that the Ford-Carter race here is really a foregone conclusion. The decision in the Commonwealth in 1972 can not be reasonably expected to influence the results of the Republican presidential victory this year, notwithstanding the bunting and singing. Ford has all but conceded the Bay State to his rival, and Carter has committed himself to spending about $90,000 to be spent here.

But the apathy question is not as shallow as that. Electoral specialists, including professor Walter Dean Barnhart of the Political Science department here, have predicted that the national turnout will be under fifteen per cent. That would be an alarmingly small percentage. It is not an overestimation of the importance of the presidential election. It is a recognition of the fact that, when half of the potential electorate refrains from participating in government, there is a serious legitimacy crisis.

The obvious question here is: Beyond cynicism, beyond the frustration of the American people, beyond Vietnam, Cambodia, Watergate and the Nixon pardon. The enigma was that of the Johnson administration's decision to go to war in Vietnam. Nixon's pardon. The enigma was that of the Johnson administration's decision to go to war in Vietnam. Nixon's

For example, at fan attacked basketball referee Rickie Powers near the end of the fifth Celtics-Phoenix playoff game when Powers decided not to call a foul resulting from a collision that sent a Boston player sliding onto the skating surface.'

One can walk miles in the shoes of the B.S. Sports reporter without using the campaign button or bumper sticker. Campaign literature is virtually non-existent. Jimmy Carter spent four hours here; and President Ford has yet to make an appearance. Apathy is rampant; there has been more interest generated by the nine referenda on the State ballot than by the race for the White House.

One of the reasons for the lack of interest in Massachusetts is that the Ford-Carter race here is really a foregone conclusion. The decision in the Commonwealth in 1972 can not be reasonably expected to influence the results of the Republican presidential victory this year, notwithstanding the bunting and singing. Ford has all but conceded the Bay State to his rival, and Carter has committed himself to spending about $90,000 to be spent here.

But the apathy question is not as shallow as that. Electoral specialists, including professor Walter Dean Barnhart of the Political Science department here, have predicted that the national turnout will be under fifteen per cent. That would be an alarmingly small percentage. It is not an overestimation of the importance of the presidential election. It is a recognition of the fact that, when half of the potential electorate refrains from participating in government, there is a serious legitimacy crisis.

The obvious question here is: Beyond cynicism, beyond the frustration of the American people, beyond Vietnam, Cambodia, Watergate and the Nixon pardon. The enigma was that of the Johnson administration's decision to go to war in Vietnam. Nixon's pardon. The enigma was that of the Johnson administration's decision to go to war in Vietnam. Nixon's
Is smaller voter turnout due to legitimacy crisis?

(Continued from page 4) of the campaign, and the private sector. “Lanseau-faire” is no longer a viable economic philosophy.

Perhaps we ask too much of the candidates. For the Presidency are incapable of delivering by themselves what the American people want. Both conservatives and liberals desire peace and prosperity—they differ only in the means they wish to employ to reach those ends. If the trend towards lower turn- out continues past this election, we will be forced to critically re-

examine the institutions and men that make up our government. Fundamental changes might well be required to keep the political system in step with the times.

In the excitement of election night, it would be best to look beyond the results, to the lin-
ging questions about America which will persist no matter who wins. Those nonvoters are trying to tell us something; they are saying that something is wrong, that change is needed. The legitimacy crisis is real, and it is important that we recognize the fact before it is too late.

---


1970 Impala, 4-spd, AC, radio, new tires, sunroof, body dent, some rust S500. 1968 SS Chevelle: 4-on-floor, power inte., radio, body sound very sponry including tech. $1250. Raleigh Bicycle, 3 sp. $20. 862-7206.

Wantad: 1 or 7/8" oiled paper tape 1 Large window fans. Call Len x3-1941.

Wombing House to share with NTF cou-
ples. If rooms, 2 private, mostly furnished. Great view of city. $175/month. 846-5787.

Available immediately full and part time positions, for XEROX Operators (all shifts, including managers to Bork). Con-
tact Edie Shub, weekdays 2-4pm, 99 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge. Call C-0-U-R-I-E.

Part Time, Profitable Position: Repre-
sentative for Aerostats/Argonaut's tours of South America. Students or faculty, earn onom com. Write: Mattias' Magic Tours, Mr. Robert Wheeler, c/o Swes-
ten Royal Hotel, Pyrmont, N.S.W. 2010. 9177-771-100.

The Tech Classified Ads Work? $3.00 per 30 words for first time. $2.25 each time after that. if ordered 1 week in advance. Pay to The Tech Direct 1966-483 IPO. 6251 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139 (by U.S. Mail).

CENTRAL WAR SURPLUS
423 MASS. AVE. Central Square
You Never Looked So Good Since 1957

Headquarters
- BOOTS - PARKAS - PEACOATS

FREE UNIVERSITY OF IRAQ
Office of the Free University of Iran will be in the Boston area on October 25 and 26 to interview Iranian nationals who have finished or who are pursuing post-graduate degrees in the following areas: education and related fields, medical sciences, technology, imaging, physical sciences, social sciences, computer sciences. In addition to employment opportu-
nities a limited number of scholarships are available. Interested candidates are requested to contact John R. Breyer at 617- 541-4144 for further information on the Free University of Iran and the scheduled visit to the Boston area.

MULLER TYING STUDIO
864-6641
100 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge, Ma.

Not only Ribbed
Hundreds of Raised "Pressure Dots" will
Surely be Noticeable.

To Higher Levels of Sensual Excitement

---

Service, not service charges.

Good service isn't something you should have to pay for. So when you buy a car, apartment, or any insurance forms, there's no service charge tacked on. And we'll tell you what you need.

W. T. Phelan & Co.
Insurance Age. Inc. Since 1898
111 Boylston St., 8th Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

SHARP HOMEWORK IDEA!
The portable with the 3-second personality change!

INSTANT CARTRIDGE
Touch . . . cartridge is ejected.
Push . . . cartridge is ready to go.
Never . . . again touch a ribbon.

Get the great new taste in mocha, coconut, banana or strawberry.

The Portable Party:

Kickers

30 PROOF AND READY TO GO

---

Coronadoma 2200
SMITH CORONA

Coronet Super 12

$299.95

SHOP THE COOP

MIT STUDENT CENTER

TEXTURE PLUS

---

SALE

---

TYPETRIBERS
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ON NOVEMBER 2, THERE'LL BE A MAJOR ECONOMICS TEST.

If the Bottle Bill passes, beer and mixer prices will go up. Way up.
If you don't believe us, ask somebody who goes to school in Vermont.
They'll tell you that under their similar law, beer went up $1.80 a case.

Some of that is a deposit they get back — provided no one breaks a bottle, mashes a can, or loses either one.
But a full 60¢ of that $1.80 is a non-returnable handling charge.
Look, if the Bottle Bill were a recycling measure, if it even encouraged recycling, the higher costs might not be hard to take.
But it doesn't.
If you really study the Bottle Bill, you'll never let it pass.

Question: Would you vote for a Bottle Bill when a similar law in Vermont forced the cost of beer up $1.80 a case?

Yes  No

VOTE NO - QUESTION 6

Committee to Protect Jobs and Use of Convenience Containers in MA, 21 Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02108.
Police Blotter

(The Police Blotter is a report written by the Campus Patrol on crimes, incidents, and actions on the MIT campus each week.)

Larcenies at DuPont and Student Center

A series of petty larcenies has been reported from late in the DuPont Athletic Center (one report of a laptop from a locker, two of clothing stolen during volleyball games) and from the Student Center (especially in the "games room" area). People present who were assisting officers in gathering information are urged to attend. This kind of community cooperation is essential to the effort to reduce crime in the community.

Residents Provide Clues

In two separate incidents within the last week, the observations of staff members and residents provided the Campus Police with crucial clues in auto-related crimes. In the first case, staff members reported two individuals who were prowling the Westgate area. The suspect had fled before Officers arrived. Subdued by the description of him and his car provided by the witness, he and his car were located in the Albany Garage. Though the suspect had no wallet, but turned over his pocket change (about $2) to the officers who said he needed the money for a "fix."

Assault Charged

While routinely picking up for safetykeeping an apparently abandoned bicycle in the parking lot of the High Voltage Laboratory, two cruiser officers were suddenly attacked by one of two young men who had been sitting nearby drinking, who then attempted to make off with the bike, claim to which he had earlier denied. Subdued by the Officers, the suspect was arrested. He later denied that the bicycle had been stolen from the Westgate area. The suspect was arraigned the following morning in the Third District Court; trial is scheduled for late October.

Psychiatric Counseling

For College Age Adults

Located in Prudential Center. For information call 262-3131.

The second incident involved a man prowling the Westgate parking lot Wednesday evening. A Westgate resident spotted the fellow as he tampered with a Mercury Cougar, setting off its alarm. A fast call to Headquarters brought a cruiser quickly to the area, but the suspect had fled. The search for his identity is made much easier by the description of him and his car provided by the witness.

Larcenies at DuPont and Student Center

In two separate incidents of staff members and residents observed from their offices windows two young men had been sitting nearby drinking, who then attempted to make off with the bike, claim to which he had earlier denied. Subdued by the Officers, the suspect was arrested. It was later found that the bicycle had been stolen from the Westgate area. The suspect was arraigned the following morning in the Third District Court; trial is scheduled for late October.

Robbery on Bridge

A student was robbed by a lone assailant armed with a screwdriver early Tuesday evening while traversing the Harvard Bridge alone on foot. The victim had no wallet, but turned over his pocket change (about $2) to the"
Volleyball tops Wellesley for twelfth straight win

By Tom Curtis

The members of women's varsity volleyball team continued to bump, set, and spike their way toward an undulate season. Tuesday night, they scored a good team from Wellesley 15-5, 17-5, 15-1. Good team play by regulars Lisa Welch '78, Karyn Altman '78, Sue Coppersmith '78, Lisa Jablonski '77, and Kathy Menser 77 was the key factor in MIT's twelfth straight win. The Lumen led the offense, MIT had a balanced team in the first game as a coordinated effort by the Engineers capitalized on Wellesley's score of 15-2. In the second game, Wellesley took an early 5-1 lead. MIT recovered briefly, closing the gap to 8-7. However, the Engineers then lost their pace and in the game — as Wellesley reeled off seven straight points to become oth point — had to leave the field with a 2-0 loss.

The JV match followed a nearly identical pattern as the team overawled Wellesley in the first game 15-10, dropped to 14-16 losses in the second, and came back with a convincing 15-3 victory in the final game.

The Engineers continue their quest for a perfect season with a match Tuesday against Wexon, followed by the Metropolitan tournament at West Newton College on Oct. 30, and two home matches Nov. 2 against Holy Cross and Southwestern Massachusetts. On Saturday Nov. 6, the team will receive its toughest test of the season as it competes in the URI tournament against the finest teams in New England. First place here would almost certainly guarantee the Engineers a berth in the national championships.

By Donnelly
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